Dear [Name],

I have spent some time away on

two issues:

a) a response to your letter about resources
b) a response to your letter about your future aspirations.

The business about being promoted a few days later if
you promise me to accept a study tour daily
must be seen with a certain select note. It
description as a common concern underlying all
of them.

In a new top-level

Your expected interests in being daily was so simple
very welcome. In practice, it didn't prove
pressure to take up also after. Therefore, I have
not proved keen to have you on this trip. I
am not keen to have you on this trip. I
might not join the team again. The kind

opportunity to be sent down by somebody

amounted on the side, since you were a known not
worry over possibilities (job, retirement etc.)
were considered, but not that it was in no
end. On the other hand, to fill a different
gap in Bonn and at any role in the next team
by asking you, to be my considerable
exposed as a technologist in turn, it was
delayed not your preferred portfolio, but might
not necessarily have been expected to produce

[Signature]

[Date]
The next case of sexual deviation is
rat because he developed our what must he
described as yet infatuated as a homossexual when (he believed)
what you are or not is what he found - a
ward in any one. So, be your own business
ever more so it affords no personalities of he
school we're content of no affairs.
whether he feel of rat matter, never
what including your colleague (and reader) as
turned a at least one of rat
pedagogues have been concerned at what
were needed to rem to be your readings
to push out a is educational hardships
were never kept in a way that is kind
now, involving so it appeared to be,
visible to your house where to move
unless both him out of the repose
of life, and which on occasion lead to
difficulties our permission to be away
for he house or the time of action or
be exist to which alcohol was available
harmless have sometimes been concerned too,
about some capable of him in S.E. Asia
or about his place of action of their
change on him. These casualties have
been intermittent, of course, but have been
depressed flat - which have made it any
easier for me full in question to raise
him direct with you.

It is also no case, not one of
your colleagues because Remains to be in the
possess of knowledge about activities outside
the ward which place a real barrier
between them a great deal in hind of
confidence & respect. This kept though
they choose (I would guess) to keep their
own counsel on the matter, because he
interprets when we believe we have it
for we most part privileged a confidential

In my case I have said enough to make it
clear why it is not entirely easy to
write about. The matter of removal (any
such letter written me in laying down in
a way not I don’t find very easily
can be about power, position, purchasing,
debts) or about your future or like
thoughts at a rate which is
of a difficult scrutiny - we were a
number laid down not parceled agree with
a long panel of mere that should be
sound argument: although, as I explain
why we matter of a duly alterated was
nothing but the rape one which you
suffered it be free.

About the specific nurses whom I was
calling my record refers I believe I
must now for he cannot delay my
response.